
Payah Against the Wind                                                       Tamiir-Quah (Wind Clan) 
Leader of lightning raids 
Against the Wind is renowned for her might. No doubt she is intimidating, but don’t let that deter you from trying to convince her of 
your intentions. She values strength, so show that strength in your conviction. 

Cousin to All                                                              Shriikirri-Quah (Hawk Clan) 
Emissary to Nirmathas 
Cousin to All is beloved by many Shoanti—a respect hard earned, with her being a former outsider. She is also well 
respected in Nirmathas, where she often visits on diplomatic missions. She’s a valuable ally, and her presence is sure to 
keep heads level and discussions civil. 

Kemchet Flame-Stoker                                                            Sklar-Quah (Sun Clan) 
Jothka of a prominent tribe 
Flame Stoker definitely has a reputation as a tough leader, equal emphasis on ‘tough’ and ‘leader.’ As he is strong willed 
and protective of his people, I seriously doubt you’ll be able to convince him that your intentions are true. 

Lake at Dawn                                                               Shundar-Quah (Spire Clan) 
Peace broker between tribes 
Many say Lake at Dawn is one of the foremost reasons the Shoanti haven’t broken out in civil war. While that’s certainly 
hyperbole, there is no doubt as to his ability to broker peace between the quahs. Although he is protective of his 
people, I think you will be able to convince him that your actions will be for his people’s good.” 

Memory Tender                                                                  Skoan-Quah (Wind Clan) 
Shoanti historian and scholar 
The Skoan-Quah is known for their amazing recall of history, and Memory Tender is known for being one of the best, 
preserving Shoanti history through tales passed down through the generations. 

Rollicks in Waves                                                                  Shadde-Quah (Axe Clan) 
Master fisher 
I’ve heard rumor that Rollicks in Waves is the greatest fishing prodigy the Shoanti have ever seen. He tends to be loud 
and brash, from my experience, but kind. He’s friendlier to non-Shoanti than most. 

Togimal in Shadow                                                    Lyrune-Quah (Moon Clan) 
Expert hunter who is often consulted for difficult decisions 
I don’t know much about Togimal in Shadow other than what rumor holds. Skilled hunter, vigilant tracker. I’m not sure 
what their attitude will be heading into this meeting, but I know the Lyrune-Quah wouldn’t send In Shadow if there was 
any doubt regarding their wisdom and judgment.


